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                   A SQUEEZY BRAIN!
Find the answers to the questions for each 
theme and hand them in when you leave 
the Town Hall. The first 400 completed 
forms will be rewarded with a squeezy 
brain. All correctly completed forms will 
participate in a final draw with amazing 
prizes. Don’t forget to leave your email 
address on the final page so we can tell 
you if you’ve won!

PAIN AND THE BRAIN
Come and learn about pain… how the brain 
can deceive the pain experience and how 
flies can help us to understand pain. And you 
can take part in a nationwide experiment led 
by Arthritis Research UK.

(STAMP)(STAMP)

(GET YOUR FINAL STAMP HERE!)

Can You Find The Answers In This Theme?

1.  Why is pain useful?

2.  What are the names of the two pain 
 pathways in the brain?

Collect your stamps for this theme...

The Brain Box is an exciting science 
extravaganza taking place in the spectacular 
Town Hall, right in the middle of Manchester 
Day! Rummage around in The Brain Box and 
discover the wonders of the brain: how it 
works, how it is studied, what can go wrong 
in our brains, and how this might be fixed.

mcrbrainbox.wordpress.com



IMAGING THE BRAIN IN ACTION
Which bits in our brain do we use for what? 
How does it change as we get older? How do 
we make a hologram appear? We show you 
the technologies that can be used and many 
fascinating images of our brains.

DISEASE AND THE BRAIN
Come and join us to learn more about how 
diseases like stroke and Alzheimer’s affect the 
brain and what scientists are working on to 
stop this happening.

(STAMP) (STAMP)(STAMP) (STAMP)

Can You Find The Answers In This Theme?

3.  What does PET stand for?

4.  How many more times stronger is 
 the magnetic field produced by our 
 MRI scanner compared to a fridge 
 magnet?

Can You Find The Answers In This Theme?

5.  How much blood flows through the 
 adult brain every minute?

6.  In Parkinson’s disease, there is a loss 
 of brain cells producing the substance 
 Dopamine. What percentage of these 
 cells are lost before symptoms of the 
 disease become apparent?

Collect your stamps for this theme... Collect your stamps for this theme...



THe basics
Find out what happens in the brain, spinal 
cord and your nerves when you move your 
arm. See simple animations and perform 
experiments to understand how nerve cells 
and the brain function.

(STAMP) (STAMP)

Can You Find The Answers In This Theme?

7.  Which are the three main types of 
 nerve cells?

8.  Which insect is so successfully used to 
 study the nervous system?

Collect your stamps for this theme...

EYES AND THE BRAIN
Discover how new light technology can help 
us feel more awake and learn how other 
animals view the world. Come and get a 
flavour of the world of vision and different 
colours in our ‘Now You See Me’ Vision zone!

(STAMP) (STAMP)

Can You Find The Answers In This Theme?

9.  Name a famous chemist who lived in 
 Manchester in the early 1800s and was 
 colour blind. 

 10.What colours are the pixels in today’s  
 televisions?

Collect your stamps for this theme...



LEARNING AND THE BRAIN
Find out how we think and what happens 
in your brain when you learn. Take part in 
experiments and play games which challenge 
your brain in surprising ways, and explore 
what’s behind your cravings.

ART AND THE BRAIN
Experience how art is used to explain the 
brain and, vice versa, how artists are inspired 
by the beauty and fascination of the brain. 
Stimulate your senses, reflect, watch dance 
performances, and delight in colourful videos 
and images that bring the brain to life.

(STAMP) (STAMP)(STAMP) (STAMP)

Can You Find The Answers In This Theme?

11.  Which part of the brain controls short 
 term memory?

12.  What type of imaging can be used 
 to see whether “voice” brain areas 
 are activated?

Can You Find The Answers In This Theme?

13.  What device is used to see the shape 
 of individual neurons.

14.  What “ghostly” ribbon is shown in 
 Dan Cox’s image of the brain?

Collect your stamps for this theme... Collect your stamps for this theme...



A HISTORY OF BRAIN SCIENCE
Join us to take a look at historical brain maps, 
admire historical objects from the University’s 
Museum of Medicine and Health, or travel 
back in time to receive advice from our 
phrenologist in residence, who will judge 
your mental abilities by studying the shape 
of your skull.

(STAMP) (STAMP)

Can You Find The Answers In This Theme?

15.  Where did phrenologists locate the 
 ‘organ’ for intuition? 

16.  How many points does the 
 ‘discriminator for sensory testing’ 
 have? 
Collect your stamps for this theme...

Answers
1 ..................................................................

2 ..................................................................

3 ..................................................................

4 ..................................................................

5 ..................................................................

6 ..................................................................

7 ..................................................................

8 ..................................................................

9 ..................................................................

10 ................................................................

11 ................................................................

12 ................................................................

13 ................................................................

14 ................................................................

15 ................................................................

16 ................................................................



may we ask you some questions?
1. Who did you come with today?

2. How long have you spent here?

3. What new/surprising things did you 
 learn about the brain?

 Please tick this box if you do NOT want  
 to be contacted in the future.

Address

Name ..........................................................

Street ..........................................................

Town ..........................................................

Post Code ................................................... 

Email ..........................................................


